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I. INTRODUCTION 

On June 29, 2018, the Postal Service filed a petition requesting the Commission 

initiate a rulemaking to consider altering the method used to define certain Cost 

Segment 3, mail processing cost pools (Petition).1 The primary proposed change in 

methodology would reorganize Segment 3 cost pools into Management Operating Data 

System (MODS) cost pools based upon activities currently classified as Function 1 

activities (mail processing activities which occur at plants) and non-MODS cost pools 

which are classified as Function 4 Activities (mail processing, window service, and other 

activities which occur at post offices, stations, branches, and other customer facilities).2 

Id. at 2. Proposal Seven also seeks to modify and consolidate certain cost pools to 

“improve treatment of new equipment and prepare for the eventual withdrawal of other 

equipment from service.” Id. at 2-3. 

                                            
1
 Petition of the United States Postal Service for the Initiation of a Proceeding to Consider 

Proposed Changes in Analytical Principles (Proposal Seven), June 29, 2018. 

2
 MODS cost pools are currently comprised of office (Function 4) activities and mail processing 

(Function 1) activities. 
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II. COMMENTS 

 Introduction A.

The Public Representative categorizes the proposed changes as: 1) forming cost 

segment 3 cost pools using more appropriate classifications of the activities of clerks 

and mailhandlers based on the type of operational facilities in which their activities 

occur, in order to improve the accuracy of cost causation when making cost pool 

distinctions;3 and 2) combining cost pools estimated from cost pools with a low number 

of observations, or IOCS tallies, with larger cost pools, thereby eliminating the 

imprecision associated with pools having few observations.4 While the newly formed 

(combined) cost pool may now less accurately represent cost causation, the reduction 

should be minimal, especially if the old activity is combined with a similar activity.5 

 Proposed Modifications B.

1. Redefine the MODS office group to include only MODS-reporting plants, 
with other offices assigned to the non-MODS group. 

The Postal Service justifies this modification because mail processing activities in 

MODS plants are primarily included in Labor Distribution Codes (LDCs) 11-18, whereas 

customer service offices’ costs currently categorized considered MODs cost pools, 

would be transferred to non-MODs cost pools because their LDCs are 41-49, which are 

primarily Customer Service activities.6 The Postal Service asserts that even though a 

                                            
3
 The more similar are activities, which comprise a cost pool, the more accurately does the cost 

pool reflects the cost driver. 

4
 The Postal Service does not specifically use this categorization of issues, but the Public 

Representative believes this categorization will provide accepted principles that may be used to evaluate 
the Postal Service’s proposals. 

5
 See, Lohr, Sharon; Sampling: Design and Analysis, Duxbury Press, 1999, at 33 

6
 Labor Distribution Codes are two-digit numbers that describe the major work assignments within 

a postal facility. The first digit represents the functional area and the second digit identifies the type of 
activity. So, for example, Mail Processing is Function 1, Delivery is Function 2, Vehicle Services and Plant 
Equipment-Maintenance is Function 3, and Customer Service is Function 4. LDCs 11-18 are non-
supervisory mail processing activities which operate directly on, or are related to, mail distribution or mail 
preparation; LDCs 41-49 are Customer Service Functions performed at Post Offices, which involve non-
supervisory labor activities which perform manual and mechanized mail distribution activities, distribute 
mail to customers who collect their mail at the Post Office, who bring their mail to the Post Office to be 
accepted, and perform a variety of miscellaneous office activities. See, 
http://www.apwu480.org/dloads/tacs/LDC-FON_Codes and_Descriptions.pdf  

http://www.apwu480.org/dloads/tacs/LDC-FON_Codes%20and_Descriptions.pdf
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clerk might be performing mail distribution activities at either a mail processing plant 

(Function 1) or a customer service facility (Function 4), these activities “are highly 

distinct [among Functions] in the cost pool composition of their costs.” Id. at 5. 

The justification could use additional elaboration. Even though clerks may 

perform mail distribution activities in plants and in offices, these activities are on a much 

larger scale and result in larger outgoing containers transported to a variety of 

destination locations. In contrast, mail distribution in the Post Office is at a much smaller 

scale, and results in distribution of smaller containers to many fewer outgoing locations 

as well as unit distribution to customers, such as Recipient Services (PO Boxes, 

Holdouts, Window Collection, or Address Change Distributions). 

The Postal Service maintains that 99.9 percent of the “MODS Office Group,” 

would occur at mail processing plants rather than Post Offices. The PR concludes that 

the category “function” is a more important indicator of cost causing activity than is the 

activity code in the LDC (the second LDC number), based on this claim and for this 

reason supports this proposal. 

2. Consolidate LDC 15 LCREM operations (currently in cost pool 
LD15PLNT) into the D/BCS cost pool. 

 The Postal Service proposes moving labelling costs in LD15PLNT into the D/BCS 

cost pool associated with LDC 11, cost pool D/BCS, because LD15PLNT costs were 

derived from a small number of IOCS tallies and D/BCS operations also include labelling 

activities. Id. at 6. The implied argument is that a cost pool estimated from such a small 

sample of observations is imprecise. Imprecision will be eliminated if the cost pool is 

eliminated, and inaccuracy of the cost pool into which it has been consolidated will 

suffer only a marginal increase in imprecision.  

 The Public Representative agrees with this logic, provided the cost pool into 

which LD15PLNT observations are move, contain similar activities.7 While LDC 12, 

                                            
7
 The Public Representative has one reservation with the argument that a small number of tallies, 

indicates an imprecise estimate of cost pools formed from IOCS observations. If IOCS observations were 
selected with probabilities different than the standard probability within a CAG/Craft group, those 
observations would be “weighted up” by the Heavy/Light Weight. See, Docket No. USPS-FY17-37, 
Preface, at 7. The Public Representative does not believe the Heavy/Light Weight is applied to 
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AFSM100, also has labelling activities, they are associated with return services, while a 

number of LDC 11 labelling activities are not return labelling activities. The Public 

Representative finds it appropriate to move LD15PLNT tallies into LDC11 in order to 

improve sampling precision with minimal loss of cost causation accuracy. 

3. Consolidate the FSM/1000 cost pool into the AFSM100 cost pool. 

The Postal Service justifies this proposal because it would improve sampling 

precision. It states that “[c]onsolidating the FSM/1000 cost pool with the AFSM100 cost 

pool is intended to provide for the phase-out of remaining operations for UFSM1000 

equipment …[and that]… the magnitude of cost pool in FY 2017 was estimated from 33 

IOCS tallies. Id. 6-7. The Postal Service also states that the number of UFSM1000 

machines has declined from 22 at the end of FY 2017, to 12 as of the end of July 2018, 

just short of one year.8 It expects the costs of mailpieces rejected from a UFSM100 that 

cannot receive an additional sort on an AFSM100 will be smaller than 44 million pieces. 

Ibid. 

The Public Representative notes that some of the UFSM mailpieces tallied in 

IOCS FY 2017 could also have been rejected and subsequently recorded as IOCS 

AFSM100 tallies. The Postal Service does not provide a reason why the reject rate 

would decline. Since the number of UFSM1000 machines will be reduced by one-half in 

FY 2018, it stands to reason that approximately the same number of mailpieces sorted 

by the UFSM1000 in FY 2017, will subsequently be recorded as Manual Flats costs.  

Consequently, the Public Representative believes the volume of flats sorted 

manually, which could have been mechanically sorted, will be greater than the Postal 

Service suggests. The Postal Service does not make a statistical case that continued 

sampling of UFSM1000 operations would be unrepresentative. If the Postal Service had 

done so, the Public Representative would support this proposal. The Pubic 

Representative recommends the Commission reject this proposal unless the Postal 

Service makes a statistical case for its elimination. 
                                                                                                                                             

observations taken when a clerk is performing a LD15PLNT activity, but if it were applied, there would be 
less support for eliminating this cost pool. 

8
 Responses of the United States Postal Service to Questions 1-5 of Chairman’s Information 

Request No. 1, Response to Question 2, July 23, 2018. 
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4. Consolidate the 1FLATPRP cost pool (MODS operation 035) into the 
AFSM100 cost pool. 

The Postal Service justifies eliminating 1FLATPRP for the same reason used to 

justify eliminating the FSM/1000 cost pool. “The separate treatment of 1FLATPRP 

historically allowed for the possibility that the operation 035 flat prep activities could be 

used to support multiple types of flat sorters in addition to the AFSM 100. However, the 

small and declining scale of the remaining FSM/1000 operations no longer justifies 

separate treatment of 1FLATPRP.” Petition at 7. The Public Representative’s position is 

also the same as its position with regard to eliminating the FSM/1000 cost pool. 

5. Collect operations for the Low-Cost Universal Sorter (LCUS) and Sack 
Sorting Machine in new LCUS-SSM cost pools for MODS offices and 
NDCs, supplanting the current MODS 1SACKS_M cost pool as well as the 
NDC SSM cost pools. 

The Postal Service argues that LCUS and related operations “have a distinct mail 

mix compared to other package sorting equipment…LCUS operations currently 

contribute the bulk of the workhours to the MODS 1SACKS_M cost pool, and a smaller 

but substantial share of NDC SSM cost pool hours.” Id. at 8. The Public Representative 

agrees that the Postal Service’s proposal will result in a more accurate representation of 

cost drivers, and so supports this proposal. 

6. Eliminate the current plant MECPARC and NDC NMO cost pools. 

The Postal Service argues that the vast majority of MECPARC hours are 

currently located in the Low-Cost Universal Sorter (LCUS) and Sack Sorting Machine 

operations. The Postal Service argued the few remaining hours (1,037), were clocking 

errors. Id. at 9. The Commission requested information explaining the reason the Postal 

Service believed these remaining 1,037 hours were clocking errors. The Postal Service 

explained that hours associated with these remaining hours were obtained from the 

Time and Attendance Collection System (TACS), but MODS data did not show any 

hours for these operations.9 The Public Representative believes this explanation and 

                                            
9
 Responses of the United States Postal Service to Questions 1-5 of Chairman’s Information 

Request No. 1, Response to Question 3, July 23, 2018 
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supports the proposal to combine LCUS/HSUS/USS and SSM operations into a new 

LCUS-SSM MODS cost pool. The Pubic Representative also believes it is reasonable to 

combine NDC LCUS/HSUS/USS and SSM activities into a new LCUS-SSM NDC cost 

pool. 

Finally, the Postal Service proposes to eliminate the NDC NMO cost pool 

because there was no workload recorded in this operation after the first quarter of FY 

2017. The Postal Service notes that the workload recorded in the this quarter was 

included in the FY2017 NDC NMO cost pool for the purposes of the impact analysis. 

Ibid. The Commission requested the Postal Service provide support for its claim there 

was no workload in the NDC NMO cost pool after the first quarter of FY 2017.  The 

Postal Service explained that because there was no record of pieces being handled 

(TPH) after the first quarter of FY 2017, there was no workload during the last three 

quarters of FY 2017, and it did not expect workload in FY 2018 or thereafter.10 

The Public Representative finds the Postal Service’s explanation for the lack of 

workload for the last 3 quarters of FY 2017 reasonable, and on this basis, supports the 

proposal to eliminate the NDC NMO cost pool. However, the Postal Service did not 

explain why there was no workload in the NDC NMO cost pool for the last 3 quarters of 

FY 2017. If this occurred by chance, it is possible legitimate workload will appear in FY 

2018 or later. As things stand, the Public Representative accepts eliminating the NDC 

NMO cost pool, but recommends the Commission require the Postal Service to continue 

to record work activity in this cost pool until the data show that workload activity is not 

being recorded.  

The Postal Service should explain why it expects no further, legitimate, workload 

in the NDC NMO cost pool. If the Commission finds the answer to be compelling, it 

should accept the Postal Service’s proposal to eliminate the NDC NMO cost pool and 

not require the Postal Service to continue to record work activity in the NDC NMO cost 

pool. 

                                            
10

 Responses of the United States Postal Service to Questions 1-5 of Chairman’s Information 
Request No. 1, Response to Question 3, July 23, 2018 
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7. Reorganize the APBSPRIO and APBS OTH cost pools such that the 
former includes all applicable parcel (TPH) operations, limiting the latter to 
bundle (NATPH) operations. 

The Public Representative supports this modification. NATPH operations occur in 

non-distribution operations (e.g., bundle sorts on APPS or SPBS, or allied operations). 

NATPH observations are also not used to develop mail processing distribution keys. As 

such, they identify mail-processing activities that should be distinguished with mail 

processing activities that occur in distribution operations. 

8. Move NDC LDC 14 manual Priority Mail distribution operations from the 
OTHR cost pool to the MANP cost pool. 

The Postal Service explains that the NDC manual parcel (MANP) cost pool was 

not originally meant to capture was processing of Priority Mail Parcels, and as this 

activity has increased with the growth of the package industry, processing of Priority 

Mail Parcels at NDCs were included in the LDC14 “Other” cost pool. The Postal Service 

claims that 548,934 hours of activities in LDC 14 “Other” are manual processing of 

Priority and other express parcels, and so account for just under 90 percent of “Other” 

activities. Id. at 10.11 The Public Representative supports this proposal because it more 

improves the accuracy of activities that cause manual distribution of parcels costs at 

NDCs. 

9. Employ non-MODS methodology to assign all Function 4 costs to cost 
pools, including costs pools currently in the MODS office group.  

The Postal Service justifies this proposal, partly because it would “reduce cases 

in which costs from otherwise similar activities may be treated differently based on the 

office group into which they happen to fall.” Ibid. The Public Representative supports 

this proposal because he believes that aligning Office activities into similar Functions 

better captures the cost causing features of this activity than does the division among 

MODS or Non-MODs. The Postal Service offers other reasons to support this proposal, 

which only strengthen the Public Representative’s support for this proposal.  

                                            
11

 See also Docket No. ACR2017, USPS-FY17-7, December 29, 2017, folder “USPS-FY17-7 
USPS-FY17-7 part1.xlsx, Tab: “I-3a. Cpool % of LDC hrs-NDCs.” 
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The Public Representative has also reviewed the Postal Service’s response to 

the Commission’s concern that the coefficients of variation (CVs) for MODS Office 

activities would decline by adopting this proposal.12 While the Postal Service does not 

calculate requested CVs at the LDC Level, its calculation of CVs for cost segment 3.1 at 

the product level shows CVs barely decline. The Public Representative expects CVs 

would increase at the LDC level, but feels the combination of minimal CV increase at 

the product level, coupled with improved cost causation, justifies adopting this proposal. 

10. Realign facility space categories and distribution keys in conjunction with 
labor cost changes. 

 The Postal Service explains that “[u]nder the proposed methodology, labor cost 

pool consolidations would require corresponding consolidations of associated facility 

space distribution keys and associated space costs (and square footage).” Id. at 11. 

The Public Representative believes that to the extent all of the Postal Service proposals 

are accepted, the facility space categories and distribution keys would need to be 

accordingly modified.  

The Public Representative compared the modified facility keys to the facility keys 

provided in ACR FY 2017 and found that Non-MODS space distribution keys, which the 

PR presumes to be keys 946:953, increased by one percent, while MODS keys, which 

the PR presumes to be keys 901:940, decreased increased by two percent.13  It 

appears prioritizing Function 4 in these proposals results in a modest shift in space 

costs to Non-MODS facilities. Because the shift is the result of accepted proposals and 

modest, the Public Representative supports the method employed by this proposal. The  

  

                                            
12

 See, Docket No. RM2018-10, Chairman’s Information Request No. 1, Question 4, Issued July 
16, 2018. 

13
 See, Docket No. RM2018-10 USPS-RM2018-10/NP1, tab: “New Categories & Adjustments,” 

and Docket No. ACR FY 2017, USPS-FY-8, FCILTY17.xlsx, Tab: “New Categories & Adjustments.” 
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calculations should be modified to the extent the Commission does not accept all of the 

Postal Service’s proposal in this rulemaking. 

III. WORKSHARING IMPACTS 

In response to the possible impact of the proposals made in this docket on unit 

avoided mail processing costs, the Postal Service explained that since they do not 

affect the calculations made using the engineering worksharing models, the only impact 

on unit avoided mail processing costs would occur if CRA adjustment factors were 

changed. The Postal Service did not estimate modified CRA adjustment factors but 

expressed the belief that since the changes estimated product costs were small, the 

changes in CRA adjustment factors would also be small.14  

The Public Representative tested changes in the CRA adjustment factor for First 

Class Mail Flats by altering the CRA Adjustment Factor by -30 percent, -20 percent 

…+10 percent, +20, and +30 percent.  As expected, increasing the CRA Adjustment 

Factor decreases the passthrough, so the Postal Service would not face compliance 

problems if the Adjustment Factor were to increase.  In contrast, a declining CRA 

Adjustment Factor increases passthroughs in proportion to the percentage increase in 

the CRA Adjustment Factor.  

The largest declines in mail processing costs were for High Density and 

Saturation Letters (-3.0 percent), High Density and Saturation Flats/Parcels (-1.7 

percent), and Every Door Direct Mail Retail (EDDM) (-8.3 percent), which generally 

have passthroughs greater than 100 percent.  For this reason, the Public 

Representative has a modest concern that adopting the proposals in this docket could 

make worksharing compliance more difficult for high density and saturation products. 

The Public Representative’s concern is not large enough to change his opinion  

  

                                            
14

 See, Response Of The United States Postal Service To Presiding Officer’s Information 
Request No. 2, filed August 9, 2018 
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regarding the proposals he has supported, but recommends the Commission more 

closely examine the potential worksharing impacts on high density and saturation mail.  

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The Public Representative respectfully submits the foregoing comments for the 

Commission’s consideration. 

 

              

        __________________________ 

        Lawrence Fenster 
        Public Representative  
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